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the infancy of the telegraph business

dispatches were eent paid or collect,

many of them abbreviated in telegraph-.

ing, avd all newspaper dispatches were

not only abbreviated, but sent collect.
There were no: news agencies then, as

DOW, and papers had friends in ali’ the

| towns, who were authosized to send

them dispatches to be called for.
Every beginner in the art of teleg-

| raphy was given a book of abbrevia-

tions and signals, 7hich he bad to com-
mit to memory aad. practice till he be-

His Money All In Stocks

‘““There’s money in stocks,’ said the

man who is youngand enthosiastic.
‘““Yes,'' replied his seasoned friend,

“I'm sure there is. 1 have been put-
ting half my salary there for the last
four years, and it's all there yet. ''—
WashingtonStar.
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Of woman's beauty ever lovor gang!

Oh, heartiess, trustiess soul could ever brave i

Thechance to grieve when rosy youth grow

gray
fou wouldnot hear me once—you love today.

—New Budget.

The Wonderful Factor It Is In the Disin- |

tegration of Rocks. :

The rain falling on the rocks sinks in- |

to every crack and crevice, carrying

with it into these fissmies surface mate-
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It is asserted that ‘‘theonly wealthy

people in China are officials and. ex-otfi-
cials, and not a siogle person can be

found who hasgrown rich from honest
“industry. ’’
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| bootheel shows on its surface. The wood |
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stained, or perhaps the wood is oiled ||

: Lk ]ACTIONOF THE RAIN. | withclear oil which has not been prep-|
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erly rubbed in. The residue gums on
the surface and collects dust and debris,

and altogether the hard wood floor, |
which has been well laid by the carpen- |
ter, is a source of discemfort und disap-
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*And the cigarettes:

“Quite so.’"
““And yet you read in the papers ev-

sry day about people so blamed impa-
tient that they go and commit suicide.’
—Washington Star.
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pt, twisted,drawn and bammered to
an extent far beyond what any niineral

! not a metal could endore.
Taking up the matter of tho rusts of

gjgerent metals, he showedby a series
of interesting experiments that sodiam,
potassium, lithinm and, in a lesser de-
gree, calcium, strontium and barium
rast instantly when exposed to moist
air, their white rusts quickly dissolv-
ing in water and formingalkalies Oth-
er experiments demonstrated the fact
tlat another gromn of metals. in which  
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ransacking of attics, and table covers

vent like hot cakes. But the old shoes?
Well, wherever he found a convenient

bole beside the road, out of sight, he
fulled up his cart and dumped the lot.
-=Lewiston { Me.) Journal.
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Joeal Names Vor Virginia Deer,

taileddeer, flag tsdled deer, long tailed
deer, red deer and fallow deer. The

. last two mentioned are particularly cb-
jectionable, for they rightly belong to

European species. It is
no wonder that so many men are deter-
mined to name this creature from the
appearance of its tail, for that member
is 80 long, so bushy, so white under-

noticeable- when its
ewner is running frosa you that the
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